Guideline for Selecting Types of Reliability and Suitable Intra-Class Correlation Coefficients in Clinical Research
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Introduction

Reliability has remained one of the main concerns of clinical research in terms of consistency and potential sources of error in data analysis.¹ Reliability is the “stability of measurement over a variety of conditions in which basically the same results should be obtained”.² It is also applied in different forms such as scale/tools reliability, rater/observer reliability, and response reliability.³ Generally, there are three different types of reliability which include inter-rater reliability, test-retest reliability, and intra-rater reliability. This study aims to provide a short guideline for choosing different types of reliability and suitable types of intra-class correlation (ICC) in medical research. Therefore, the necessary parts are
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Reliability is an integral part of measuring the reproducibility of research information. Intra-cluster correlation coefficient (ICC) is one of the necessary indicators for reliability reporting, which can be misleading in terms of its diversity. The main purpose of this study was to introduce the types of reliability and appropriate ICC indices.

Methods: In this tutorial article, useful information about the types of reliability and indicators needed to report the results, as well as the types of ICC and its applications were explained for dummies.

Results: Three general types of reliability include inter-rater reliability, test-retest reliability, and intra-rater reliability was presented. 10 different types of ICC were also introduced and explained.

Conclusion: The research results may be misleading if any of the reliability types and calculation criteria types are chosen incorrectly. Therefore, to make the results of the study more accurate and valuable. Medical researchers must seek help from relevant guidelines such as this study before conducting reliability analysis.
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presented in the following order.

1-Reliability

1-1. Inter-rater reliability

Inter-rater reliability (IRR), also called the inter-rater agreement, inter-rater concordance, and inter-observer reliability is defined as something that “reflects the variation between 2 or more raters who measure the same group of subjects”. In other words, this type of reliability assessment measures the consensus among the ratings given by different raters or observers. Joint-probability of agreement, Cohen's Kappa, Scott's pi, Fleiss' Kappa (Fleiss' K), Light’s Kappa (for nominal variables), concordance correlation coefficient (for continuous variable), ICC (for continuous variable), polychoric correlation (for continuous variable), Gwet's AC1 and AC2 (dependent or independent raters), and Krippendorff's alpha (for all type of variables) are some statistical measures that can be applied for measuring IRR. Additionally, Kendall correlation coefficient, Cohen's Weighted Kappa, Wilcoxon signed ranks test and sign test can be used for analyzing ordinal variables. All indicators can be easily calculated in statistical software, for example, the "IRR" and "rel" package in R software can calculate IRR measures.

1-2. Test-retest reliability

Test-retest reliability is defined as something that “reflects the variation in measurements taken by an instrument on the same subject under the same conditions. It is generally indicative of reliability in situations when raters are not involved or rater effect is negligible, such as self-report survey instrument”. In other words, this type of reliability assessment measures the closeness of the agreement between the results of trials that are taken by a single person or instrument in the same conditions. ICC is indicated as the preferable index for measuring test-retest reliability.

1-3. Intra-rater reliability

Intra-rater reliability is defined as something that “reflects the variation of data measured by 1 rater across 2 or more trials”. In other words, this type of reliability assessment measures the degree of consistency among ratings given by one individual across multiple trials. Cohen's kappa (for nominal variable), Fleiss' kappa (nominal/ordinal variable) and ICC (for continuous variable) are some indices that could be used for calculating the Intra-rater reliability.

2- Type of ICC

ICC is a descriptive index in statistics and is used when quantitative measurements are made based on units in classes, so it measures the similarity of the same class units. Its other application is for measuring the stability and reliability of quantitative scales. Unfortunately, many researchers do not state the type of ICC used in their research, and this is a methodological flaw because ICC has different types. At least 10 kinds of ICC are found in the literature. Researchers should choose the appropriate type of ICC for their study because each of these involves specific assumptions and leads to different interpretations of the gathered data.
McGraw and Wong have defined 10 kinds of ICC based on their “Model” (One-way random effects, Two-way random effects, or Two-way Mixed-effects), “Number of rate/measurement” (single rater/measurement or the mean of k-raters/measurements), and “type” (consistency or absolute agreement)\(^2\) (See Figure 1).

**Model**

- One-Way Random-Effects: In this model, different raters, randomly chosen from a larger population, rate the considered items.\(^4\)
- Two-Way Random-Effects: This model is used when raters are randomly selected from a larger population of raters with similar characteristics.\(^4\) In other words, Two-Way Random-Effects are selected when generalizing the reliability of the results is supposed.\(^4\)
- Two-Way Mixed-Effects: This model is used when the raters are the raters of interest.\(^4\) Which means that the reliability of the results cannot be generalized to other raters even with the same characteristics.

**The number of rate/measurements**

- Multiple rater/measurement: If the experimental design of the reliability study involves three raters or more, then the “mean of k-raters” type should be selected.
- Single rater/measurement: If the experimental design of the reliability study involves one rater, then, “single rater” type should be selected.\(^4\)

Figure 1. All types of ICC according to the models, type, Number of rater/measurement
Type

- The Absolute agreement concerns the similarity of the values assigned to the same subjects by different raters.”.4, 12
- Consistency concerns the assigned values to the same group of subjects correlated in an additive “manner”.4, 12

ICC interpretation

Literature review showed no standard values are presented for the interpretation of the acceptable reliability using ICC.4 According to role of thumb, the ICC values less than 0.5 are indicative of poor reliability, values between 0.5 and 0.75 indicate moderate reliability, values between 0.75 and 0.9 indicate good reliability, and values greater than 0.90 indicate excellent reliability.13 Elsewhere, it is suggested that values less than 0.40 = poor, between 0.40 and 0.59 = fair, between 0.60 and 0.74 = good, and between 0.75 and 1.00 = excellent.14

Eventually, since there are different types of reliability, researchers must choose the appropriate method with sufficient knowledge. Also, because the calculation criteria have different types, the appropriate criterion should be selected according to the research conditions and objectives. The research results may be misleading if any of the reliability types and calculation criteria types are chosen incorrectly. Therefore, to make the results of the study more accurate and valuable. Medical researchers must seek help from relevant guidelines such as this study before conducting reliability analysis.
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